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The book follows a number of strands; a re-evaluation of ancient historical events in the Middle

East in light of modern geoscience and cosmology, a philosophic and spiritual journey and a

personal travelogue around the Eastern Mediterranean. It then moves into an analysis of

biblical prophecy and eschatological predictions through to 2031. Personal memoir is restricted

to short family anecdotes, meetings with interesting individuals and adult life in exploration

geoscience. The travelogue component is interwoven throughout the historical and prophetic

discussion and is based on the author's holiday / research visit to Egypt, Greece, Turkey and

the Holy Land immediately prior to the Arab Spring uprising.The narrative begins with a brief

look at the story of Abraham, the city of Harran, his home town in today's Turkey and the

11,000 years old 'Eden temple' archaeological findings at Gobekli Tepe just 50 kilometres

away. The focus then shifts further back to the Creation account of Genesis 1, and suggests its

original source was a prophetic one, given the parallels with modern cosmology and geology.

The nature of the last ice age and the flood epoch which followed are discussed before diving

into an analysis of language prompted by the Egyptian hieroglyphs. A description of the Thera

(Santorini) eruption ca. 1600 BC and its impact on the Exodus is discussed.The second half of

the narrative focusses on the visions of the Jewish prophets in the Tanakh (O.T.) and New

Testament and the prophetic interpretation rules that are revealed. The 'seven times' of Daniel

are then explored including the midpoint 'abomination of desolation' of Daniel. This event

begins the extended Islamic period and a further 'time, times and half a time' which ends in the

Six Day War of June 1967. Amazingly, there is also a retrospective time cycle that identifies the

exact year Abraham set forth from Harran and by default the Exodus. This 'latter day' period

and beyond to 2024-2031 is described in detail in the Revelation to Saint John and includes

World War 2, the Holocaust and the prophesied 'foreign fighters' Gog and Magog who come

from the four corners to kill and pillage. The Whore City, Babylon the Great of Revelation is

identified beyond any doubt and its catastrophic destruction by earthquake noted.As the Middle

East plunges into war once more and the 'Age of Pisces' draws to a close, the shattering

prophecies of Ezekiel, Ezra and John reveal a world 'descending into primeval silence' before

the appearing of the 'sign of the Son of Man' in the sky.
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the zodiacINTRODUCTIONSeventh of the PharaohsIscrambled up the last few steps, past the

seventh floor – then the eighth. The elevator did not quite reach the rooftop restaurant of the

tourist hotel. A large entertaining area, complete with bar and attendant, was baking in the dry

desert heat and the old world air of an ancient land seeped in from every side.The translucent

roofing was sculptured in a pleasant, if faded style and the languid flowing lines and graceful

colours of the drapes and décor blended well. The combination trapped the rising temperatures

of the fast approaching summer though, and there was an unfamiliarity as well and no room for

doubt, I was far from home.It was early evening, a couple of minutes past six and I looked

around for the small group who were to be my travelling companions. They were tucked away

to the left at a long dining table, where our chief guide had already commenced his briefing. I

judged him to be in his late thirties, slightly built of medium height, with aquiline, somewhat

scholarly features. Not particularly characteristic I would have thought, of this part of the world.

But then I was to learn what a cosmopolitan, multi ethnic country this was.He was at the head

of the table with six young people; four girls and two guys in their mid-20s to mid-30s. They

were sitting on both sides, eagerly introducing themselves while soaking up the atmosphere.I,

on the other hand was the only oldie and took the remaining available seat at the other end;

taking my time to relax for the evening and appearing, I suppose, like the bearded grandfather I

was. Five of the group were from Canada, and one lass of Chinese descent, an accountant

from Sydney, Australia.My roommate to-be was of Sri Lankan heritage and an engineer from

Toronto. He was travelling with an engineer friend from university days and his lady partner.

The younger girls were from Saskatchewan out on a big adventure. One had already travelled

widely, including a trip to her ancestral homeland in the Ukraine.So this was Cairo, Egyptian to

the core, Arabic speaking, but with the diverse mix of humanity expected in a country of over

90 million people. A country where English and French are also taught as a matter of course

and spoken by a fair proportion of the population. A nation many times at the centre of great

empires stretching to the Euphrates and Anatolia, Ethiopia, Nubia, Libya and beyond.A nation

also visited and invaded by people of many ethnicities and cultures for well over five thousand

years. Some looking for land and loot, others looking for a market and an opportunity. Some

offering expertise and ability, tourists fascinated by monuments and many simply gob smacked

by history.Unlike any other nation; not quite Middle Eastern, African but unique, certainly not

European, and yet with the faded but still vibrant heritage from that continent - just

overwhelmingly and proudly Egyptian, with its amazing people, almost unbelievable history and

timeless heritage.I had already enjoyed a couple of days in Egypt by myself and had squeezed

in some sites around town; the Citadel, Old Cairo, the river, tourist shops and markets with all

manner of copper plate, crystal baubles, aromatics and the ubiquitous papyrus with their

‘handmade’ factory stamped pictures of pharaohs and chariots, archers and lotus plants.

Genuine papyrus of course – never that fake banana leaf!Then a day trip to Alexandria to catch

a glimpse of the ocean and clamber over the Qaitbay Citadel, where the famous Pharos



Lighthouse once stood. Later the catacombs and Pompey’s Pillar (that my lovely guide Hend

advised was not erected by Pompey at all) and a delightful seafood lunch on the first floor of a

restaurant overlooking the harbour.Of course I had also been there long enough to be ripped

off around town by an opportunistic trader – but you soon learn.After all they are not unique to

Egypt, it is simply the price you pay for an overseas education. Your money is often extracted

with a smile and besides; you meet many wonderful, friendly people who more than make up

for the occasional pest.In no time at all, we had the basic trip rules re-emphasised by Hany

(our supervising guide) and a few extra survival hints thrown in to make our time enjoyable.

‘Don’t be afraid to barter’, and ‘have the right change and you will never be disappointed with

the meagre amount offered on the street’.Of course there were a lot more travel details

besides, and a few options to be decided later in regard to our tight and exciting schedule. Like

a dash to Abu Simbel from Aswan and a balloon ride over the west bank at Luxor.Things were

looking up and I started to feel more at home and relaxed. Dusk was falling as we walked from

the Pharaohs Hotel to a small cafe-restaurant a few minutes away.I came to enjoy my Egyptian

fare which was always tasty, varied and nourishing. It was only later, after a few weeks in the

Near East and Eastern Mediterranean, that I really understood what chefs mean when they

say, ‘nothing quite enhances the taste of food like ham and bacon flavour’.But I survived. It was

my own personal Ramadan - with a twist.But why was I here? A holiday, a pilgrimage, a study

tour? Perhaps all three, but apart from needing an overdue work break, I had an overriding

desire to follow up ideas from several books; some historical, some academic, some

speculative - and thread research interests together in a way that would make the break as

meaningful as possible, as well as an adventure.I guess after many years working in

geoscience, there was always going to be a need to string exploration, intellectual goals and

concepts together. Sometimes it is a pain not feeling able to just travel for the heck of it. But this

type of travel can be very stimulating and for me personally, satisfying at the very top shelf

level. It is just another journey, but with a theme - and a theme with a purpose.Mulling over

history for years, particularly ancient history and the Bible, I had discussed many topics with

my father, a pastor in his early years. He had his hobby horses, I had mine. His viewpoint was

fundamentalist for the most part and when it came to the Bible, he had no time for those

‘higher critics’. On the other hand, he had a broad interest in science and enjoyed reading

magazines like the Scientific American and National Geographic, when he had the spare cash

to do so.One of his other interests was the mystery of the ‘lost tribes of Israel’ and their likely

identification today.From a biblical point of view, he was fascinated by Bible prophecy and

steered me toward the ‘historicist’ approach to the prophets. A view which seemed the most

logical of all anyway, after exploring the alternatives over time.As I matured, the question of

how much of the Bible could be relied on became more important - especially during my high

school years where I pretty much ended up studying geology by accident. Looking back on it

now, it is more than tempting to see Divine guidance. At the time it was rather hilarious.Like

many young men I was keen on some sort of professional flying career. However I had already

failed to be accepted as a Navy midshipman because of poor eyesight (it was 20-20 vision or

nothing in those days) and probably a good thing if you are landing an aircraft on a carrier or

helideck. So standing in a line-up at the beginning of year 11 and continuing an academic

course of two math, physics, chemistry and English, it was just a matter of finding one more

subject compatible with the school schedule.I had decided that was going to be geography,

because of its relationship with my interest in the outdoor world, navigation and a vague hope

that flying might still have a place in my life.Now we had a school Principal who we called ‘The

Boss’. He was a Scotsman, five foot nothing tall (or close to it) who made up for that with a



practiced composure and presence, that was guaranteed to make any teenager, however tall,

brash or self-confident, know his place.The Boss: ‘So young man, what have you chosen?’Me:

‘Well Sir, I would like to do geography’.The Boss: ‘That’s not possible. It clashes with the

schedule for your other subjects’Me: ‘Yes Sir’.The Boss: ‘Geology sounds almost the same as

geography doesn’t it my man?’Me: ‘Yes Sir’.The Boss: ‘Well stand over there in the geology

line’.Me: ‘Yes Sir’ - and I trotted over to the geology group.It turned out to be a fortuitous move,

firstly because it was an all-boys class and we had such a great time, albeit getting into a good

deal of trouble by way of one of our teachers, the Assistant Principal. He went by the nickname

of ‘Shambles’ because of his gait and other mannerisms.He taught one of the mathematics

subjects and physics, and just happened to be absent on Assistant Principal’s duties for a fair

proportion of the time. This allowed us to get up to considerable mischief and make a hell of a

racket.We were all threatened with expulsion by ‘The Boss’ on one occasion, after a frozen

orange passed cleanly through a window pane. Constant visits by teachers from adjacent

classrooms were a feature, because of the noise we were making.Some bright spark decided

to rearrange our personal lockers early on. They were situated at the back of the classroom

and were brought forward enough, so that a couple of seats could be placed in the small

enclosure created behind. We took turns to play chess or other games there, or get up to more

nefarious activities. Shambles would eventually turn up (although not guaranteed) with kids still

behind the lockers and shoes, apple cores and orange peel being tossed to and fro to provoke

a response one way or the other.No one ever got caught, although I am sure our Assistant

Principal played along with the chaos to keep the quiet.In any event, he also managed to teach

us a thing or two in a way which was absorbed, despite the distractions of our adolescent

minds; something which must rank as one of God’s minor miracles.On the more productive

side, by the time I left school I had the benefit of a four year science education, including a

geology course which was easily a first year university equivalent; physical geology,

mineralogy, petrology and paleontology.Our high school was one of only three in the mighty

state of Queensland, Australia, to conduct the course in those days. So it was a privilege and I

did pretty well, and must have gone close to topping the state... even if that was only three

classes at the time. As it happened, it helped shape a different career from that of my

choosing, but one that was to be in many ways, so much more meaningful and challenging

than I could ever have imagined.As an adult student I was to go back and redo much of this in

the 80s - particularly physical geology, mineralogy and petrology. In 1963 when I started the

course at school, the revolutionary data about continental drift, plate tectonics and the resultant

dynamics of mountain building and volcanism had yet to arrive in the class room.Looking back

now, how amazing to have studied and worked in exploration geoscience during this time!So it

was in this setting of a traditional Protestant evangelical background, side by side with a 20th

century science education, that formed my thinking about the Bible and what it meant in a

changing world. Whether its history was reliable or relevant and for that matter, whether it’s

teaching, principles, laws and relationships were still applicable. A lot to chew on really, and

even if the historical milestones were only a connecting chain, they seemed important to

understanding. At least to someone searching for truth and making sense of the world, and the

rise of the technological society we have today.While my immediate focus was primarily

engineering, as a student of earth science and one who had a strong interest in ancient

history, connecting the dots between geological history and that of human prehistory,

archaeology and the written word was a natural and obvious challenge. It was just not all

consuming; so much to do, places to be, a family to be brought up, a career to cement and life

to be lived.Strangely I never got as far as really questioning the New Testament. Sure, I knew



there were minor discrepancies, but other more immediate testimony in my own experience

and person, seemed to confirm its veracity. The four viewpoints of the gospels were comforting

too, like reading four eyewitness accounts of the same event. Differences obviously, but exactly

what you would expect in news coverage today.Besides, I came to realise those were

extraordinary and chaotic times and there was really nothing contradictory enough to diminish

the narrative, despite the amazing events recounted. Events almost too incredible and dramatic

not to have some basis in fact I decided - despite of course, other times of doubt.So here I

was, the beneficiary of a few weeks break in a hectic work schedule, after shoving together an

itinerary at the last moment. I was hoping to get a feel for the truth, or otherwise, of great

events recorded in the biblical Old Testament. Events for the most part derided by a sceptical

20th and 21st century academia, while at the same time accepted without due diligence by

many fundamentalist believers.And a look at New Testament places too; cities and towns

whose names were very familiar, but otherwise meant little in terms of geography and social

setting.On this trip it was the Exodus saga I was most interested in, although I had also

recently read a book about Mary the mother of Jesus. It speculated on her possible travels and

final destination during the tumultuous events of the first century.So I had a couple of threads

to follow and I thought that would help to tie my holiday travels together. However a year or two

after returning home - and following a couple of rather remarkable experiences - I began to

realise that I needed to write things down. At first I tried the easy way out, by joining a group

online and sharing things that way. But the babble that is social media was not going to do the

subject justice and in any case, once I started writing and my geoscience interests kicked in, I

ended up at the very beginning.The Creation story, Noah’s Flood, Babel and the Exodus to

kick things off, and then moving on to Israel’s King David, Solomon and the Prophets of the

Babylonian exile. This then rolled into the remarkable timeline for the subsequent 2,500 years

of civilisation, all built on the backs of the great ancient empires of Middle Eastern and

Mediterranean history.Despite my interest in the events preceding the Davidic Kingdom circa

1000 BC, ultimately I was to see things on my travels which either confirmed my beliefs, or

ruminating on them, were to take on a new significance that I did not foresee at the time. This

was partly due to new research coming to light; including tree ring dating evidence on one

hand and new archaeological and geological evidence on the other.Furthermore, some of this

material was only published well into the second decade of the 21st century.Other propositions

such as language and the potential significance of the Egyptian hieroglyphs also intrigued me,

as I eyed off massive inscribed columns and wall after wall of writing.And then there were the

prophecies of the Old and New Testaments. Could you take them seriously as I had as a young

man - but then given away as too hard to interpret anyway - or not?But thoughts were not so

deep and meditative, as we finished our first evening meal together and strolled back to the

hotel chatting and getting to know one another. The morrow was planned, straight into a tourist

highlight; a visit to the Giza Pyramids and a camel ride, followed by the Cairo Museum in the

early afternoon!Fortunately, between my professional duties in geological survey operations,

engineering support and broader capability issues in national geoscience, I had time enough to

acquaint myself with the various dynasties of Egyptian history. The Old, Middle and New

Kingdoms followed by the Late Period - divided respectively by the First to Third Intermediate

Periods.In particular I was interested in the Second Intermediate Period and the New Kingdom,

because this is the time generally associated with the biblical Exodus, i.e. by commentators

courageous enough to write on the subject.So the next morning dawned warm and dry and

after breakfast we headed for Giza, a few short kilometres from the Nile. Apparently the old

course of the river (or at least a canal) had been immediately adjacent to the pyramids when



they were constructed and allowed easy access to them and the temples. Easy access these

days was by Toyota minibus!The wonder of the Great Pyramid greeted us, Khafre’s pyramid

with its shiny remnant facing stone at the top, stood to the right hand side looking as we were

from the north. The pits where Khufu’s wooden funerary Nile boats were buried for his afterlife

were to the left and east. Later in the morning after a picturesque ride via camel, we visited the

amazing and enigmatic figure of the Sphinx, marvelled at the void cut out of the sandstone

rock around it, and the obvious craftsmanship of the stone in the adjacent temples.No one else

in our group bothered, but I took time out to visit the tall building at the back and on the south

side of Khufu’s Great Pyramid. This housed the first of the two wooden river boats to be

restored from the pits. They were discovered in the 1950s and it certainly makes one wonder

what else remains to be unearthed in this place. Buried around 2550 BC, beautifully restored,

complete with the ancient rope that was found with all the timber - I was mesmerised.OK, I was

a mariner of sorts, a seagoing technical and science specialist who had no qualms calling a

ship, a boat, to get a rise out of professional seamen.In fact I had special interest in boats. I

had recently spent quite some time on a research vessel that was the same overall length. The

difference was that the research ship - although a pocket sized one by today’s standards - was

nevertheless much broader, higher and heavier than the slim river boat before me. But heck,

this one was over 4,500 years old. Incredible!The significance of this in the context of biblical

history was not to hit me until 3 or 4 years later, and neither was the weather-warn body of the

Sphinx and its surrounds. But as I mentioned before; recent research which I was not privy to

at the time, was to trigger my thoughts and present some big questions and I think

answers.The answers impact us all whether we know it or not; from those of a religious

fundamentalist disposition who have been beguiled at times by slick, but largely baseless

presentations in the church pew, through to the entrenched sceptic who assumes that biblical

history is total myth - and of course all those others in between.Then it was back to Cairo; the

early afternoon visit to the Museum was awesome and the Tutankhamun exhibition dazzled.

And what was that iron dagger (shining as though it was made of modern stainless steel) doing

there dated back to 1320 BC?Eventually I was reconciled to the idea, that as the richest man

on the planet, Pharaoh Tutankhamun was the most likely person to have one of the first iron-

age objects ever made.Interestingly, metallurgical analysis has determined it to be made of

meteorite iron. It explains a lot about its especially durable composition and mirror-like

appearance.And so it went on; mummies, sculpture, stele, art, a model bird with outstretched

wings - or perhaps a model aeroplane? All from over five thousand years of Egyptian history,

that subsequently had me scratching my head and on returning home, racing back to the

books.On the day however, there was little time to catch breath. It was back to the hotel for a

shower and freshen up and a group get-together in the mid-afternoon. Sorting baggage and

other last minute activities followed, as we prepared for the overnight rail journey on the

sleeper train to Aswan.IN THOSE DAYSCHAPTER 1Mists of Time‘I travelled to a timeless

landAnd stood in awe and wonder,Where once the feet of Israel trodAnd our Lord brought

yonder,But for all the lessons I learnt thereThe things I saw did not compareTo friendship, love

and laughter’BeginningsThe subject of origins was not part of the research interests of my trip,

but having worked in geoscience for most of my life, a short mention of the subject is

unavoidable. Besides I suspect one should start at the very beginning (a very good place to

start we are told) if only briefly to summarise the issues.So why are we here? Is life just a

hologram as some suggest? Some higher being’s virtual reality experiment? A mere mirage

that only exists when we explore and observe it, as other quantum physics buffs believe? Or is

it, as most of us imagine, real; sometimes too real for comfort?It could be said that the Bible



has a parallel theme; while heaven and an afterlife are not always front of mind, they are

nevertheless not insignificant concerns for many, and suggest that life is a proving ground for

the future - a test where we learn the craft of living.And yet life is meant to be lived. We are not

meant to be bystanders, but doers; sensitive to others and our surroundings, but true to

ourselves, positive and courageous in action. We are meant to be role models filling others and

ourselves with hope and happiness. In short, a faith in life and our place in it - and as we

mature an awe of being.Certainly the thrust of Bible teaching and Judeo-Christian thought in

general; is Creator God first and the creation (cosmos / universe) second. ‘The heavens

declare the glory of God’ we hear from the Old Testament (the Jewish Tanakh). The Apostle

Paul in the New Testament chips in with:'By faith we understand that the universe was formed

at God's command, so that what is seen was not made out of what was visible.' (Hebrews 11:3

NIV)These observations apply equally to any creation model, whether ‘Big Bang’ or any other

possible concept of creation which might be proposed now, or in the future. They are very

basic statements of philosophy.But is it instinctive to acknowledge our unseen Creator God as

Paul suggests elsewhere? And is it just as valid today as it was to Paul, despite our Big Bang

Theory, great strides in cosmology and its quantum mechanics perspective? Or does it even

matter? We are not meant to wonder endlessly about the big questions are we?Then again a

little reflection is inevitable, particularly for those of that disposition. Occasional meditation is

beneficial and even necessary for a healthy mind and outlook on life.Now some popular

science writers and presenters have turned this cause and effect scenario on its head. They

suggest the cosmos first and out of the cosmos has developed the senses and intelligence (us)

to observe and understand the universe.Beguiling, interesting to contemplate, perhaps

enlightening in some ways, but does it really tell us anything about the past? Does it do

anything to explain existence? And why are we always considering ourselves to be the highest

and best there is going around? Seems a little bit self-centred and illogical to say the least, and

especially so measured against contemporary knowledge, where evolution demands more

advanced life forms someplace - somewhere in time.Other modern hypotheses almost parallel

the Bible and its emphasis on the underpinning of the creation by a Divine Force.For example,

the idea that those sub-atomic particles and their inherent quantum forces are self-ordering,

and that biological life is the end result. Even the idea of the universe and life as a mere

hologram begs the question; if so, who, where and how?I will touch on philosophical thoughts

briefly from time to time, but will primarily focus on the biblical evidence and the statement ‘In

the beginning God’. While sceptics have other ideas, do any of these ideas make more sense

than this statement? The first verse of Genesis 1 says:“In the beginning God created the

heavens and the earth.”It acknowledges the conundrum of existence by introducing the First

Cause. The following verses continue:“Now the earth was formless and empty, darkness was

over the deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters.” 3 And God said ”Let there

be light” and there was light. 4 God saw that the light was good, and he separated the light

from the darkness. 5 God called the light “day” and the darkness he called “night”. And there

was evening and morning – the first day.” (NIV)OK, from verse two onward we might be

tempted to see some divergence from a 20th and 21st century script of the formation of the

cosmos. The focus is on the ‘earth’ without regard to the sun, our Milky Way galaxy and the

stars that compose it, or indeed the billions of galaxies beyond.But is not ‘earth’ simply matter?

If we do not allow ourselves to get stuck on words unnecessarily and appreciate the limited

expressions available to the early writers, then we might equally use a word like ‘matter’, ‘stuff’,

‘gas’ or ‘star dust’ instead. We then have a similar picture to a ‘Big Bang’ formation of stars and

galaxies out of the ‘water’ of cosmic debris, gas, energy and seeming chaos.However there is



an anomaly later, where in verses 14-19 we have lights being created in the sky; one large one

for the day, another for the night. These, together with a host of smaller ones called stars.

These verses seem really to expand on verses 3, 4, and 5 - and undoubtedly should follow

them, based on our science age knowledge. In fact they should probably precede verse

six.Perhaps two early versions of the creation story have been amalgamated, or a transcription

error resulted in verse 14 being separated from verses 4 to 6. Someone may have gotten their

parchment or clay tablets mixed up, or something fell out of a saddle bag and broke in an

inconvenient place.Maybe someone would have received a well earned boot up the backside, if

the error had been picked up at the time.So verses 14-19 come after the separation of the dry

land and waters, and they come after the creation of vegetation (both small plants and trees)

following the emergence of dry land.This is definitely an issue in comparison to our

understanding of modern geology and paleontology, but it can be cleaned up with a little

thought, especially considering how easily out of sequence errors like this might have

occurred. Hand copying over hundreds of years, quite possibly 1,300 years - and perhaps

several thousand depending on when it was written - would easily cause such corruption. In

fact, to this writer there is a sense that divine revelation played a part here, because it follows

today’s best science scenario so closely, or would do so if some such subsequent error or

scribal mix up was corrected.If not a revelation, we can say that compared to most early

creation stories of a mythical nature and involving animals of one sort or another, there is an

attempt to logically and sequentially understand how life could have been formed. And that,

from the simplest life forms to the vastly more complex.In practical and descriptive terms, it

seems closer to a 21st century understanding than other ancient stories, where animals

feature and turtles or elephants hold up the heavy bits.Perhaps our Genesis 1 picture is not

quite so colourful or entertaining, but there are a few key ideas and a sequence of formation

and development which says some thought has gone into this.Unfortunately, we also have an

issue with the ‘yoms’ of the Hebrew which are usually translated as literal ‘days’. But that can

depend on context, and again the small subset of words available to the early writers to

describe periods of time should be acknowledged in any attempt at interpretation. This is

where our (God given) 21st century scientific knowledge can help do a restoration job on the

masterpiece. We can call scientific knowledge ‘God given’ if it is true; at least true in the setting

under discussion. That really is the only criterion.So in fact with a modicum of rearrangement,

the verses very nearly fit the modern picture as we understand it.We just need to see the

‘evening and morning’ suffixes as beginning and ending, assume geologic ages for the periods

of time defined, and the narrative becomes an up-to-the-minute summary of the initial creation,

evolving cosmos, the formation of our solar system and planet, the evolution of its varied life

forms - and eventually - us.Whether the story was carried by Abraham from Mesopotamia circa

1900 BC orally or on clay tablets, whether it came later from Moses or even the Babylonian

exile, is not a huge concern. In the end the statement right at the outset: ‘In the beginning God

created the heavens and the earth’ has a magnificence and relevance which makes one sit up

and take notice. It makes a science / logic statement - one of cause and effect.We know that

creation stories existed before Abraham, and that one of these came from a place called Ebla

in today’s northern Syria. Ebla is now an archaeological tell situated south of Aleppo and west

of the site of ancient Mari, on the Euphrates River to the east. We are told that the Benjamites

tended their flocks in the countryside here and on occasion acted as mercenaries for the kings

of Mari. As it happens, it is also about the same distance from Harran to the north where

Abraham lived.The story is simple in the style of Genesis 1 and a fragment in the form of

verse:‘Lord of heaven and earth:the earth was not, you created it,the light of day was not, you



created it,the morning light you had not [yet] made exist.’This verse clearly parallels the biblical

account, where we also find a “Lord of heaven and earth” who created the earth and

everything in it out of nothing. However it is important to note that Ebla was primarily a pagan

culture, where pagan gods such as Dagon, Baal and Ishtar were central to the people of that

region. Regardless of who is being addressed, these tablets show an affinity with historical

details found in the scriptures.They also bring to life the heritage of a people from over 4,000

years ago, and the accounts parallel stories found elsewhere around Mesopotamian and the

eastern Mediterranean.When Abraham moved away from worshipping the Baals; the sun and

the moon of Harran and the fertility gods of the northern Levant, and settled on an unseen God

who created and underpins everything, was this not a step in the right direction? Indeed a

significant step?Eventually the Hebrews understood that there was a conundrum here, a

paradox of existence. In the beginning something or someone was, or is, self-creating.Not

merely existing, but ‘Was’, ‘Is’ and ‘Will be’.This ‘out of nothing’ concept is inconceivable to the

human mind. We have not been made in a way that we can fully understand this, and it is in

some ways a more significant issue than simply acknowledging God through recognising his

creation handiwork - as true as that observation is. The Hebrew elite eventually settled on the

Hidden One, the Uncreated One, the Outside Time One. Not a pantheistic god, but one

separate from the reality that we know with our physical senses.There are all sorts of

conundrums and paradox at the edge of our understanding – chance, game theory, chaos

theory, quantum mechanics and the duality of nature. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle

(which prevents us from quantifying both position and motion of sub-atomic particles) and

more recently, quantum entanglement or ‘spookiness at a distance’ both highlight this edge of

reality.Is, for example, the idea of endless evolution of universes going back beyond the Big

Bang at all helpful? That is what some propose, but where do we stop? I believe Abraham,

Isaac and Jacob - and the prophets that followed - got it right; too much hypothesising in that

direction without further data is time wasting. OK for scientific research perhaps, because there

is always something more to unravel, but pointless as a basis of a personal philosophy.

Humbling ourselves and acknowledging our Creator (the Universal Mind) I think is instinctive

and ultimately brings personal peace - at least in my experience.From Aristotle to the present,

each generation believes it is just one step away from the TOE, the Theory Of Everything. And

just when we think we’ve arrived, better measuring methods and equipment are devised and

constructed, to show our neat looking equation is not as precise as we thought.E=MC2 doesn’t

it? Well apparently not. Recent experiments suggest it also is only an approximation. And that

will not surprise the philosophers amongst us.So yes, it may take hundreds of years or more,

but eventually we always find our latest mathematical modelling is approximate; useful for the

practical and technical purposes of the day, sufficient to push the boundaries of our current

interests, but in fact actually demonstrating that we fall short of a full understanding. Even when

we know we are delving deeper than anyone before, lo and behold we find our ancestor

philosophers have beaten us to the punch. For if they believed in and worshipped an infinite (in

every way) God, they surely ensured that their concept of God would endure. That tends to be

what happens when you do your philosophical homework!I hope to show that with this mindset,

we open our mind’s eye to possibilities that transcend known science. And that can only be a

good thing, because it leaves us open to new revelations regardless of our personal view of the

First Cause.So we might well ask: is the Jewish Bible the first book to tackle these problems?

Well no, take the Theban ideas of God; Amun, the Hidden One and Ra the sun’s rays - the light

and life giver. Put them together as the Egyptians eventually did and we get Amun-Ra, a

hidden (invisible), creator God who gives light and heat to sustain us.Sure, the Egyptians



elsewhere had a bundle of other gods and Amun had a partner Mut who was a hidden beauty -

and one looked on by the Thebans as the mother of us all. In fact where we derive the word

‘mother’ even today. It means there are issues here of course, but for now it becomes plain that

the priests of Thebes were pretty deep thinkers, and I think that people like Moses would have

learnt a lot from them.Then years later, for a short time under Pharaoh Akhenaton, one god,

the Aten, represented by the sun disk, was promoted as a monotheistic deity. Now this seems

on the surface to be a move forward from polytheism, but was it?At one level, yes, but on

another, somewhat conflicted and a step back to Baal worship. The term Ba was used by

Akhenaton as an expression for the soul and the similarity with Baal is obvious. Indeed he saw

the sun god Aten as eventually being disseminated, as it were, throughout nature in a

pantheistic fashion. At a guess, he did this on the basis that the sun’s energy is transferred to

living things.So there are mitigating circumstances here; pantheism in regard to sun worship on

one hand, but some regard for the value of monotheism on the other. In practice it was the

‘queen of the night’, the moon, which epitomised sin and darkness, whereas the sun is used in

some biblical imagery to depict the light of God.The Pharaoh’s wife Nefertiti’s family is

surmised by some to have originally come from the northern Levant / Syrian region, or at least

had some ancestry from that part of the world. In fact, probably an association with Indo-

European culture, as her famous bust now in the Neues Museum in Berlin suggests. She may

have even been of Minoan ancestry.Whatever her heritage, I suggest she could have been

influential in introducing the new religion.Baal worship in northern Syria and Harran in today’s

south east Turkey was the worship of the Sun and Moon, and it was from within this society

that Abraham, the father of the Hebrew tribes emerged, many years before. So perhaps this

latter day Eve may well have been the culprit and the one who set the worship of an Invisible

(Spirit) God back decades in Egypt, while confusingly, enhancing the idea of a single

Creator.Despite this philosophical hiccup and the ongoing worship throughout Egyptian history

of the deities Isis / Osiris (or similarly defined gods who reflected the male / female aspects of

the sun and crescent moon) the thing to consider is that in general the Egyptian priests at

Thebes appeared to have moved toward the concept of an invisible, Creator God.Whether in a

logical and ordered sense, or in a moment of inspiration from above - or a bit of both - is

something we do not know. Certainly the biblical record states plainly that the Hebrew Israelite

people of the Bible had considerable help along the way. It is recorded in Genesis that on

several occasions from Abraham through to Joseph, that they were subject to inspirations and

visions. Despite this, it would be totally logical that their spiritual experiences would be

reinforced during their extended sojourn to Egypt, and the intellectual approach and teaching

of the priests of Thebes and their associates.One of the previous sources and experiences for

the Hebrews was meeting a priest-king called Melchizedek, King of Salem (Jerusalem). He

seems to have had a huge influence over Abraham and one wonders if he was a priest of

Amun, or some other recognisable group of the time.The book of Jasher suggests that he was

actually Shem, the son of Noah, who was supposedly still living at this time. This extra-biblical

source has come down to us in fragments only, and is quoted in the Bible and other Jewish

literature. In my view, the provenance is likely to be from a relatively late period and seems to

be a mixture of fact and some fantasy.Certainly biblical quotes in regard to Melchizedek, e.g.

‘he had no father or mother’ hint at a mystery, but do not lead one to believe the Shem

association.Some commentators in fact suggest, that the Shem story is Judaic propaganda

designed to disrupt the messianic association in the new Testament between Melchizedek and

Jesus of Nazareth. Furthermore, that the ages of the patriarchs and the ‘begat’ ages of their

offspring in Genesis, have been adjusted deliberately to make it seem possible that Shem



could still have been alive at the time. There are certainly issues with some of the numbers in

Genesis and I will address this topic later, but to suggest this was done deliberately is a big

call.But perhaps Melchizedek was simply some God anointed figure standing alone and ahead

of his time. In fact one wonders if Melchizedek was an appearance of Jesus himself, and / or a

theophany of some sort. His identity aside, Melchizedek is definitely a candidate as a precursor

priest, or priest-king to the Judeo-Christian belief system. Here 3,900 years ago a figure or

group were the catalyst for the monotheistic faiths.I will show later, that he studied the heavens

and perhaps through the signs he saw there, was able to persuade Abraham that there was

meaning which accorded with the visions and encounters that Abraham himself had

experienced.So Melchizedek is an intriguing character and how he acquired his knowledge of

the stars an open question.Returning now to philosophic considerations; if we have concrete

scientific evidence and many strands of it at that, we would be foolish not to examine and use it

to reflect light on scripture and Genesis in particular. On the other hand there are many

prophetic passages in the Bible, which if true, impact us to this day by showing the hand of the

Almighty over the ages, and pointing to our future destiny as well.Furthermore when we look at

the history of religion overall, including the ramifications around early monotheism, there is a

case that suggests it is not that monotheism evolved out of polytheism and polytheistic ideas,

but rather that monotheism was the original and natural belief system. In other words, that this

knowledge is inherent in humans and / or was specifically given prophetically at a very early

time.Many have stated this previously, although it is obviously not an easy proposition to prove

historically. St Paul implies it, suggesting there was a corruption of a pure and natural belief in

the Creator, which then resulted in debasing human thought. From the innocence of the hunter

gatherer to the pressure of the suburban crush and a complex society, life became more

competitive and wrongdoing and selfishness seemed necessary for survival. Eventually, a

pantheon of gods was worshipped in order to assign responsibility to various areas of

existence.Unfortunately instead of bringing order, confusion resulted, with a plethora of idols

and gods littering the landscape, as the Apostle Paul noted in Athens many years

later.Perhaps Paul is a bit more practical in his explanation than those who have an overly

literal interpretation of scripture; those that suggest a perfect world existed in the immediate

past. He understands the negative effects of wrongdoing and antisocial behaviour, and actually

gets to the heart of the matter.He does this without supposing too much of the nature of the

world, six thousand years ago.For those believing in a six day creation (and undeniably it is still

a strong movement into the 21st century) this makes them diametrically opposed to the ‘old

age’ geological understanding of the current era, and the evolutionary development of the

cosmos - both of the heavenly bodies and biological life.The ‘six day’ doctrine has unfortunately

produced outlandish and impossible creation and flood hypotheses, and resulted in

understandable cynicism throughout the scientific and broader communities. The problem with

the six day fundamentalist point of view, is that the geological evidence refutes their

unsustainable hydraulic model completely.It is evidence which cannot be dismissed at all,

except in ignorance, and shows that death has been a natural occurrence for millions of years

prior to the 6,000 years of known civilisation.It is also natural, that starting with what appears

superficially to be a six day creation in Genesis 1 - followed closely by images of a serpent in a

garden tempting the first humans with fruit from a tree in chapter 2 - that a person relying on

everyday observation and the body of research available in the 21st century, will most likely

dismiss these stories as myth and bedtime fairy tales. Something like Grimm’s Fairy Tales, the

Lion King or Frozen. Good entertainment for kids perhaps, and teaching some basic life truths,

but not to be taken as history.However with a little more thought, the ‘garden’ story from



Genesis 2 onward becomes an allegory for the human condition and the struggle against

temptation and selfish desire.Now it could be argued that the Bible is a rather large parable or

story, which has the primary aim of separating the sheep from the goats. That good people of

faith know what is right and true instinctively, and follow the precepts that Jesus taught of love

and goodwill. That they will do this regardless of outside influences and biblical understanding,

and that conversely, those with evil intent will follow their selfish desires no matter what. Under

these circumstances, why even discuss the pros and cons of contemporary geoscience and

biological evolution and the contrast with six day creationism?While I believe there is some

truth in the above, I also believe we should not be a stumbling block to others. That there is

surely a need to combat untruths and poor interpretation, and leave no stone unturned in

bringing the Good News to the whole world. It should also be presented in a way that is

completely unfettered by irrational theories and complications.Throughout this narrative I will

absolutely discuss and support basic and ‘fundamentalist’ Judeo-Christian beliefs. There are

other times, when I will show that they are better understood as analogical and need to be

viewed in the light of evidenced based, scientific research. Other stories I will show as absolute

history, even though there is sometimes a strong case for dramatisation, embellishment for

effect, or simplification in order to present events and values clearly and memorably.They

therefore come to us primarily as vehicles for presenting life lessons in morality, relationships

and spiritual wellbeing. It is history as the writer knew it, and like most of our better cinema,

plays and musicals today, entertainment is often the best method to send a message. It is

dramatisation for effect.Despite that, we cannot summarily dismiss accounts of the biblical

heroes as myth and I will endeavour to shed some light on the major events in light of recent

scientific knowledge.Summing these thoughts a general proposition can be put:The ultimate

affirmation of a belief system is: when personal and historically recorded inspiration and

revelation align with evidenced based scientific observation and logic.It is also a fact that not all

truth comes from logical and material based research and deductive reasoning. The great

leaps are often inductive. They are the ‘what ifs’. These are the Einstein moments where vision

and revelation coincide, and are so advanced in perspective that they take years to prove, such

that critics have a field day for decades, or centuries to come.As rare as these moments may

be, it is the way we make progress and increase understanding in great leaps.The Bible is no

novel, and it requires careful study if we are interested in detail and truth. Laziness will not do

at an academic level where a deeper analysis is warranted. On the other hand everyday life

lessons embedded in the text are there for everyone, and can often be used out of context and

stand alone.So there is no denying that the antiquity of the text can be problematic. Particularly

where a story has been told and retold and handed down through many generations. This must

apply before the days of writing where there was no text, and although there has been the

occasional example of writing as yet undeciphered and unconfirmed prior to 3,500 BC - out of

Greece for example - stories in the Bible from these early times need to be treated with a

degree of common sense, insight and wisdom.Just because tradition asserts that Moses wrote

the books of the Torah (Pentateuch) it should not be assumed that historical documents

pertaining to creation and the Patriarchs did not exist from which he, or the Levite priesthood,

could work. On the other hand, the assertion of a few scholars that the stories only originated

around the time of the Babylonian exile (ca. 588 BC) need not, for the most part, be taken

seriously. Many stories may indeed be compiled with data collected at this time, but this does

not negate their value, or indeed historicity per se.In my view such scholars are largely the

victims of 20th century scepticism; a reaction against 19th century church authority and a

perceived lack of archaeological evidence at that time.As outlined by Werner Keller in his



concise and readable ‘The Bible as History’ (first printed in 1956) there was a great deal of

enthusiastic archaeology in the 19th and early 20th centuries, directed at confirming biblical

history and place names.It was in fact a key driver, behind the establishment of the modern

discipline of archaeology.This push to find concrete evidence of the biblical world, was no

doubt a counter to the sceptics who were arming themselves with the new knowledge of

geological history; a history that described an old earth and the fossil remains of long since

departed animals. And that is apart from the most startling controversy of all; the proposition of

Darwinian evolution.So as Werner Keller recounts, excavations throughout the Levant,

Mesopotamia and associated areas, began to reveal the Bible as history and clay tablets gave

local versions of events. These included accounts of huge floods, the rise of civilisation and

nations, ambitious constructions and developments, evidence of strife and wars; all events

which affected or disrupted in some way, the irrigated land of the Two Rivers.Then in 1933, the

city of Mari in Syria was discovered when a sculpture was unearthed, followed by a whole

palace and government complex. It was complete with thousands of records on clay tablets, all

of which shed light on a kingdom from Abraham’s time - and one that he would likely have had

some connection. There is every indication that the Mari kingdom’s influence extended north to

Abraham’s home town of Harran.The one thing missing at the time was much evidence from

Israel itself and the Davidic kingdom.But this evidence is now being unearthed and understood

to a much greater degree than ever before. This, as a certain amount of stability has come to

that small state, where Israeli academics together with universities and research

establishments around the world, excavate more sites and apply the latest analysis to

artefacts, inscriptions and manuscripts.You would almost think that the veil was being

deliberately lifted according to some great master plan. I believe it is so.Notwithstanding, when

it comes to manuscripts, revisions occur, scribal errors creep in and anachronisms are

deliberately introduced in order to facilitate understanding amongst the readership of the

day.The layman also relies on accurate and unbiased translations and commentary by the few

that spend their lives in detailed study and examination. To top it all off, much of our information

today comes from the documentary makers who condense these topics to bite sized

episodes.So the first five books of the Bible need to be treated with due respect, but also with

caution. Consider the history involved.The long-legged ArameanAbraham and his sons were in

the right place geographically and right time historically to have picked up copies of creation

and flood accounts in their homeland in the upper Euphrates. Failing this, on the subsequent

occasions recorded where they commuted backwards and forwards to their Habiru relatives in

Harran. Whether they did so or not, I cannot say, but the creation and flood stories were

available in Mesopotamia and Syria well prior to 1900 BC.Now the existence of the Abraham of

Genesis is difficult to prove absolutely and many are simply biased against Hebrew (Habiru)

history, dating back as it does, to Syria and Mesopotamia. This bias will be personal in many

cases, because of the religious connotations, rather than a matter of historical probability. After

all, there is an Abraham recorded in the Ebla tablets who does some of the things recorded in

Genesis, but of course sceptics simply say the biblical record is plagiarised from there and not

the history of the Israelites. They take the concepts of reasonable doubt and the burden of

proof to the extreme.But the dating is entirely compatible with the movement of 19th century

BC Hyksos and Canaanites, who migrated to Egypt in waves shortly after this time and who

are recorded in Egyptian history. This major exodus out of the Levant started just prior to the

Egyptian Second Intermediate Period (SIP) and we do not lack extra-biblical ‘written in stone’

narratives, or Semitic language associations for this.If Abraham’s story is a stylised one from

several parallel experiences, or the story of one man as presented in Genesis, is almost



immaterial. For the most part I will assume the latter in my exegesis, because of the very

personal nature of the literary material and the prophetic impact of his many experiences. The

episodes he goes through, seem absolutely the story of his time and place. Nevertheless, it is

distinctly possible that his story encompasses episodes from namesake ancestors; such as an

uncle or grandparent from earlier generations.This depends on the actual dating of the Ebla

tablet record, compared to the best estimate for the biblical Abraham’s journey south to

Canaan ca. 1900 BC.In any event, his journey seems to have been a typical one for the Habiru,

Benjamites and other rural dwellers of the time. They were stockmen and graziers and the SIP

is the story of the disruption caused by that migration into Egypt. They were almost certainly

escaping drought after the floods of earlier centuries, but also the old Assyrian Kingdom which

rose to power around this time. It was not the first time Asiatics appeared in Egypt and the

Sinai Peninsula either, if the reliefs at Saqqara mastabas dating around 2,350 BC are anything

to go by.Abraham was not an egotistical sovereign who was automatically going to be noted

down for posterity. He was not a ruler, like a Ramses II, or an Alexander the Great driven to

monumental construction and personal aggrandisement. Nevertheless when we look at this

period ca. 2000 - 1800 BC and how Abraham travelled south from near today’s Turkish-Syrian

border, we see that in general terms he qualifies as a Hyksos.This is a Greek term (derived

from the Egyptian) that Manetho, an Egyptian priest, used to describe the Asiatics who invaded

the Egyptian delta around 1700 BC. Interestingly, the nomadic people in these northern parts

were known as Hurrians by the Semitic speakers, but called themselves ‘the kings who lived in

tents’. So they may have been a part of the invasion of Egypt a couple of centuries later, and

the city of Harran is obviously named for these people.Canaanites are said to have entered

Egypt a few years earlier. Either way, Abraham is in the midst of this migration and in no way

out of place of this confirmed history. In fact Hyksos means ‘foreign rulers’ or perhaps

‘shepherd kings’ and seem to have been a mixed bunch. Some were probably relatives of

Abraham, with others hailing from the same general region. Other groups, best described as

gangs and militias, came from further east and the Arabah as we will see later.Regardless,

Abraham was a wealthy pastoralist, although one amongst many and if it was not for his

spiritual insights, would have passed into history unnoticed. But indeed he does more. It seems

he keeps a diary and collects stories from his ancestors, the patriarchs of Syria and

Mesopotamia. Either that, or related descendants went on a ‘who do you think you are’

experience to document their heritage.The real answer is probably a bit of both. And this is not

so different from many of us today, who are interested in our family origins and dig through the

photos and letters of our forebears. Sure, these stories may have been compiled by later

scholars, or simply added to by subsequent generations of Hebrew scribes. But as long as they

are historically grounded, and impart the lessons they were designed to teach, is really all that

matters to us, today.In fact, one way of looking at Abraham’s life and time with respect to that of

the Israelites who lived 1,000 years later, is to view his story, as the British today view the story

of William the Conqueror in 1066. The time span is roughly the same. Genetically, most

anybody in the UK who can trace their ancestry back a few generations is likely to be a

descendent of William, or the following kings and royal lines. Intermarriage, genetics and the

application of statistics to lineage, suggests this.The city dwellers in Canaan who lived in the

cities of Hazor, Ai and Jerusalem may have had somewhat different ancestry. After all these

cities existed in the third millennium BC.But both the citizens of the cities and the Hebrew

pastoralists, would have been connected back to their ancestors of the northern Levant,

whether they wanted to be identified that way or not. After all, Hazor in northern Israel was only

800 kilometres away from Harran and much closer again to Ebla and Mari.So whichever way



we look at this, the term ‘father’ Abraham becomes a perfectly acceptable description of

Abraham and his immediate family line; this, in terms of the later Kingdom of Israel and its

people.Now we learn early in the biblical record, that Abraham moves with his father Terah to

Harran, from either Ur Kasdim (Sumer) or Urkesh (Syria).Scholars are still wrestling with the

identification of his birthplace, so the question remains an open one. I have a slight preference

for the Syrian Urkesh, given the connections implied in the migration of the Habiru and

Benjamite tribes’ people, and the supporting archaeological material at Ebla.Circa 1900 BC,

Abraham would have spoken a Semitic language very much like that of Mari or Ebla. He then

sets out for Canaan to the south with his servants and family, flocks and herds, goods and

chattels. On his journey he would have passed through, or adjacent to Ebla, south of Harran.

Its large library dates to a couple of hundred years before Abraham, but was probably still

flourishing to some extent or other when he travelled through. In fact if the records found at

Ebla refer to our biblical Abraham, or indeed a close ancestor, he (and his family) obviously

had more political clout than I give them credit.On the other hand, there is a slim possibility that

he could have diverted eastward along the Euphrates and travelled the scenic route via the

Mari kingdom. Mari would have been interesting, with its vast written record dating back before

2000 BC. Regardless of the route taken, he takes a liking to Canaan.But times are tough,

drought has set in, and at one point Abraham travels to Egypt as noted in Genesis 19. Life was

not always ‘milk and honey’ in Canaan it seems and Egypt offered some respite. By and by

things improve and he is able to return again to that land. This guy gets around, he is a

genuine Habiru!Later, under great-grandson Joseph, the Israelites again live in Egypt proper

for over 200 years, before they depart in the Mosaic Exodus. At least that is the consensus and

by ‘proper’, I mean in Africa and the Sinai Peninsula. The Bible actually states that they spent

430 years in Egypt, but a valid interpretation is that this period includes their time in the land of

Canaan; a region under Egyptian control for centuries over the years.We know for instance,

that Thutmose III established Biet She’an in northern Israel as an Egyptian provincial centre

around 1450 BC, and that this continued to the dawn of the Davidic kingdom around 1100 BC.

And this poses the first of many questions: are the 430 years meant to be taken as literal

calendar years, or are they meant to be symbolic only?There are some interesting aspects to

the number 430 in the Israelite–Egyptian relationship, and surprisingly it flows into Bible

prophecy. In any event, it is likely that the Hebrew people would have maintained a composite

of much of their former language experience, with Egyptian now an influence. After the Exodus

and return to Canaan, the written language becomes (what is now known as) proto Sinaitic

and later paleo-Hebrew through a synthesis with the Canaanite-Phoenician languages. Those

languages will also be derived from Ebla and Mari and the parent language(s) in the northern

Levant and Mesopotamia.Hebrew becomes the square script written word we know today, no

earlier than the period of the exile in Babylon. This began in the early 6th century BC for most

elite Jews.However the new script was adopted from Assyrian and Persian sources at this

time, and puts something of a wedge between the Jews and their natural cultural and linguistic

relatives in Phoenicia and the eastern Mediterranean.Recapping, it is uncertain where the

earliest Genesis stories were sourced in the Hebrew journey, but we should be under no

misunderstanding; Abraham could well have accessed the creation and flood accounts in 1900

BC. They were available on clay tablets in cuneiform at that time.If he did not know about them,

I would say he was spending too much time with his sheep and goats, and ignoring the people

and territory he was travelling through.As a participant in surveys of one sort or another, I know

that the boss has the job of making sure all the personal contacts are made, diplomacy

conducted (over a beer if necessary) and sign offs completed. In my view, all indications are



that Abraham’s life was a heritage story, handed down through the generations and

retranslated as required.There are many examples in Genesis that could be used to indicate

authenticity and the likelihood the narrative was not invented. For example, consider the

following episode of the sacrificial offering of Isaac by his father Abraham.It is central to the

whole idea of forgiveness of sin by God and is firmly part of the Aries Age of animal sacrifice

and the later agreement at Sinai. The story is also an analogical precursor of the basic tenant

of Christianity; that sacrifice ended with the one and only atonement through the death and

resurrection of Christ (the Messiah and Lamb of God).Now sacrifice in general was made to

appease God, or your particular or personal gods because of your own wrongdoing. It could

also be prompted, because of real issues such as drought, flood or war. If sacrifices were not

given regularly, they were certainly made when circumstances became dire.So there are two

ways of looking at motive; devotion and sincerity on one hand and the fear of retribution on the

other.It is obvious the biblical version of this sacrifice story is portrayed as the former. However,

I believe this is an occasion where only one interpretation of the story is emphasised and that

there is also a darker, untold lesson that comes with the package. It is also instructive and

potentially even closer to the truth in terms of Abraham’s motives, and perhaps even to his

conversion to the worship of a one and only Creator.This other side is something we can

deduce today, because we know more about the background of the Canaanite (Phoenician)

Anatolian and early Greek civilizations of the Mediterranean, through contemporary

archaeology. This darker picture is one where Abraham is wrestling with the evil side of Baal

worship; the idea that the greater the sacrifice, the more likely your god would hear you and

answer your prayer request. I am talking of human sacrifice and child sacrifice in particular.It

seems that this evil practice of human sacrifice was not uncommon around the world. It may

have even spread from the eastern Mediterranean because of the mobility (seamanship) of the

Phoenicians. Perhaps even to the Americas. The fact that the Spanish still found human

sacrifice occurring in the 1500s, illustrates how pervasive this practice had become

worldwide.So there is a case for the proposition that; when Abraham felt that God was saying

‘stop’ and not to go ahead with the sacrifice of Isaac, we have the first demonstrable biblical

break with Baal and other polytheistic religious practise of the region. After all, Canaanite

society and practice was as old as that of the Eblaite, Marian and Ugaritic regional states in

Assyria.How ironic, but logical (perhaps inevitable) that the light which was eventually to be

shed by the holistic ‘love and goodwill’ teaching of Yeshua / Jesus and his actual atonement as

the ‘Passover Lamb’ of the Exodus, had to come from the same precise geographical spot.In

my view, this interpretation militates against the idea that the story was invented during the

exiles; the latest iteration of the sceptical view of Israel history by some writers.Their

predecessors of the 19th century derided the existence of the flood cities of Sumer mentioned

in the Bible, as well as Babylon, Nineveh, Sodom and Gomorrah, the Troy of Greek legend and

countless other towns and locations. Today, they are forced to backpedal to more sophisticated

arguments, in a desperate attempt to negate the biblical record.If we say there is no

archaeological evidence for a well off sheep and goat herder; one who travelled with his family

from a place called Ur, to Harran and then from Anatolia to Canaan and on to Egypt nearly

4,000 years ago - exactly what evidence are we expecting? Broken clay tablets beside a dusty

track with the Abraham seal on them? An animal-skin water bag with his brand burned into it?

Signature sheep and goat droppings?I think not. And yet there is a trail, it is linguistic and

cultural in a context revealed by archaeology and text. It is a story driven by war, flood and

drought and the need to survive - and dare I say, a desire to explore and experience the

Divine.And yet no matter how sacred or inspired we consider the text of the Pentateuch, it



would be ill conceived not to subject it to the closest possible scrutiny. So many geographical,

cultural, religious and language changes over thousands of years warrants close inspection, no

matter how diligent the scribes. Only then can we be certain that the history recorded and the

prophetic messages embedded within the narrative, are indeed as clear and valid for us today

as the writer intended.Writing was at the very forefront of technology in those early days and

no doubt a specialty of only a few. As a new technology it would have changed dramatically in

the early years, as for example, recording and recording devices changed in the latter part of

the twentieth and early twenty first centuries. From magnetic wire, to reel-to-reel tape, to

cassettes, compact disk, hard disk, memory sticks and the remote ‘cloud’ based digital

memory technology, we experience in the 21st century.On the other hand, everything that was

written from the time of the exiles has not undergone this extensive change in the written

Hebrew and therefore, is much more likely to be characterised by stability and accuracy in the

text. In fact we are told that the revisions in the 11th century AD with the vocalisation marks are

the only major technical change.That as may be, there is still a need to watch out for late

alterations - and of course - to understand that contemporary Hebrew speakers and scholars,

will sometimes find difficulty in interpreting ancient idiomatic expressions and figures of

speech. Sometimes meaning becomes totally reversed and (tongue in cheek) we can blame

the imagination of teenagers for that!So there is always a challenge, even where writing is

unchanged. A reliable historical record of codices, recensions (revisions) and translations over

time, are therefore critical to the validation of our current biblical versions, originating as they

do from various source materials.Unfortunately much of the intermediate work is missing; such

as most of the Hexapla (six translations) of Origen from the 3rd century AD. In addition,

translators and copyists of the past, may have had different priorities in the approach to their

craft, than that of modern scholars. They certainly did not have the advantages of modern

computer and print technology.More significantly, if their work was lost or destroyed, we are left

only with remnants quoted by later scholars. The resulting manuscripts may well be reliable

and great for general usage, but decidedly difficult for modern scholars to trace their

development over time.Comfortingly, we have older manuscripts of the Bible in Greek, Aramaic

and Syriac to compare with later Hebrew translations, and the discovery of the Dead Sea

scrolls from 1947 onward, has added to the body of work.The Hebrew Masoretic texts are the

acknowledged basis for the Old Testament translations and come to us from the 10 and 11

centuries AD, while the Greek Septuagint dates much earlier to the 3rd century AD. The Syriac

Peshitta also derives from this general time. However there is an agreed history of the Greek

translation, which says the Septuagint was translated by Jewish scholars (perhaps six from

every tribe) into the Koine Greek in the early 3rd century BC. This exercise was undertaken

through the sponsorship of Ptolemy II in Alexandria, Egypt.It is known they completed the

Torah (Pentateuch) initially, but how many of the other Old Testament books did they complete

before the time of Christ? Is there any doubt why such controversy abounds in the critical study

of the Bible?We can also see why most people throughout Egypt and the Levant (including

Israel / Palestine) would have been familiar with the Greek version, rather than Hebrew. This

familiarity with Greek, the all-pervasive language of the Empire, is attested to by the Dead Sea

Scrolls as well and was the language of choice, well into the Roman governance period.It was

the common language used to communicate laws and collect taxes, and the Septuagint was

most often referred to and used by New Testament writers of the period. This was despite the

fact they were nearly all Jews. Today many more translations, codices and fragments have

come to light, and add to our knowledge of the old texts and their origins.If we open-mindedly

take all this into account; the carriage of early scripts from the dawn of writing through to the



updates by Levite priests, the many language changes up to the exiles - and include the

translation and copying difficulties of the last two and a half millennia - we arrive at one

conclusion:The first eleven chapters of Genesis have been on an extraordinary journey, the

historic details cover millennia in their own right, and we therefore need to diligently assess

and carefully approach the content.Scripture and scienceOn a different note, reconciling

science and the Bible amongst some Christians is tantamount to betrayal and more than

worthy of the title ‘liberal’, or other euphemism for heretic. A ‘liberal’ is then a dirty word

deriding the individual as an effective non-believer. These critics often have an extensive list of

things they maintain are mandatory doctrine, before one is kosher or fair dinkum.But many

minds of a more considered and sensitive nature, have taken well established and observable

scientific principles, and recognised that these scientific principles - like the scripture that so

many hold sacred - are also God given and indeed God created and moulded. For example,

consider a possible reconciliation of the creation story and modern cosmology.A Jewish

astrophysicist, Gerald Schroeder of the College of Jewish Studies, Aish HaTorah’s Executive

Learning Centre, has looked at the mathematics of the Big Bang scenario and like many

others, attempted some calculations on the expansion of the universe. His model suggests to

him, that if we look forward from the initiation of the creation, rather than backwards from our

perspective today, that time would slow inversely to the stretching of space-time at a

predictable rate. When translated into the rate at which time passes today, he suggests this

could correspond to just seven days - a Bible view of time if you like and maybe God’s view.We

know that both velocity and gravity cause relativistic effects; effects which cause atomic clocks

to run faster or slower depending on their situation. This has been demonstrated in practical

experiments on jet aircraft and satellites. We would therefore expect someone to age slower at

high velocities, or very much quicker in high gravitational fields.So perhaps there could be

something in Schroeder’s assertion, when applied to the apparent expanding fabric of space.I

have no idea if this concept has merit, or how the mathematical model matches timewise with

the birth of galaxies and their star systems, the age of the earth and the subsequent geologic

ages. At the very least, I see the idea as an attempt to reconcile the biblical account, with

contemporary observation and others have attempted similar modelling to their credit.On the

surface, it appears to be generally consistent with Einstein’s theories of relativity and current

experimental observation. This is because the speed of light is a constant regardless of the

motion of the light source, whereas the passage of time is not. This is called ‘time dilation’. Yes,

it may not be intuitive, but it is sure amazing. It means that depending on our point of reference,

it is time and not the speed of light which changes. It seems that there is every likelihood, that

time dilation has to be linked to the dilation of space itself within ‘space-time’ theory.In any

event, my own view is in essence: what if the seven day week concept was never meant to be

taken literally? What if the creation account was always meant to be solely about the creation

sequence, but that sometime after the account was given, somebody also decided to use it to

teach the Sabbath rest?If this is the case, then no physical reconciliation is necessary,

regardless of the scientific merit of various proposals. The text may have been altered for what

seemed like sensible reasons at the time, but has only caused confusion and grief from our

perspective today.This issue will be thoroughly explored and discussed in the next chapter and

a solution offered.Now creation, first causes, something out of nothing, and such esoteric

topics are largely the playground of cosmologists, physicists, geoscientists and philosophers. I

will therefore leave further discussion for now, in order to focus on historical matters that

everyday folk can appreciate.To this writer, the fundamental beliefs are not so much about a six

day creation from a text blurred by time and uncertain provenance, but about the teaching of



Christ and the words of the prophets. They are also, of eyewitness accounts of events and

encounters - no matter how extraordinary – which are nonetheless totally and eminently

possible, when addressed from a logical and scientific 21st century standpoint.Put simply: the

biblical stories of great events are believable as history, because they do not contradict modern

science and research outcomes. They may not be currently proven by science, but that is a

limitation of contemporary science, rather than any ultimate reality. Furthermore, much of this is

regardless of whether we say we believe in a personal Creator or not.The stories which are

personal, or family anecdotes should also be taken seriously. They may be stylised, but are

ultimately based on eyewitness observations which would make us exclaim, ‘how on earth

would anyone realistically dream this up?’The answer is, that they are almost certainly based

on real experiences. They are often unique historical events, prophetic blessings, otherworldly

encounters, messianic messages, night visions or other personal inspiration that cuts across

the centuries. It matters not that we do not understand how these things happen, or the

processes of inspiration; it simply behoves us not to discount the record.There is also the little

matter of the Holy Spirit teaching of Jesus and the Apostles. This is the glue that holds

Christianity together. In fact it is the real story of the whole Hebrew-Christian experience.

Fortunately for us, there are enough anecdotes from Abraham to the first century and right up

to the present, to know that there is continuity of spiritual experience throughout this

impressive timeline.An awareness and interaction of the Creator Spirit is reported in the

heritage of other tribes throughout the world as well; tribes which have managed to retain a

holistic understanding in this regard. How far back it goes into the mists of time is anyone’s

guess. Certainly in the Bible we have a historic link to Adam, but Adam (adamu) just means

‘man’ in early Semitic languages like Eblaite. The Bible does not say how much time is involved

in this genealogy of Adam, but we popularly think in terms of six thousand years. My

preference is to call them prophetic years, because it is in this period that we see an

awareness of spiritual things amongst humankind. It is also the timeline of the written word and

that is an overriding factor.In regard to the above, I will also show that in biblical prophecy, the

singular is often used for a whole line of individuals. This still applies in cases where there are

dual interpretations. A specific person might be highlighted in a particular instance, but a whole

sequence of individuals who hold that position before or after, can also be implied. It means

that a reference to a particular person, almost certainly applies to a whole hereditary line when

prophecy is involved.Nevertheless, there are likely to be some historical difficulties, if we infer

lineage instead of individuals, between Adam and Abraham in the biblical narrative. So

messing with that timeline should be a last resort. But, if in fact we needed to go back to the

time, of say, Gobekli Tepe in today’s Turkey to encounter a first understanding and interaction

with the Spirit of God, the obvious answer is that in Adam and the pre-Adamic line we see a

continuous lineage, rather than a single man.Looked at this way, the prophetic age started

when mankind first became aware of their Creator through specific spiritual experiences and

recorded them. It can no doubt be looked at from two directions; a matter of genetics,

evolutionary change and historical interventions and interactions on one hand, but also as an

act of the sovereign will of God on the other.I will leave this small discussion of the Spirit of our

Creator God and our relationship to him at that. However it seems something rather

extraordinary marks the change from earlier hominids (and perhaps our cousin Neanderthals,

Denisovans etc.) to that of the first Adam of the Bible.Now few people with a ‘liberal’ tag, would

currently espouse direct experience of first century New Testament Christianity. But almost

unbelievably a few of us are so blessed; followers of ‘The Way’ as they were called in Jesus

time. Because of this, we have a responsibility to address the issues, and assure other



believers that they are on the right track and have nothing to fear from contemporary

knowledge. That is, once it has passed the speculative phase and been truly tested.But after

Adam and Eve what? All those old Bible stories with their vivid and dramatic portrayal of

heroes and events that we learnt about at Sunday / Sabbath school, but were forgotten on

weekdays; ‘all that your preacher is liable to teach you ain’t necessarily so’. What about them?

To give the reader a feel for the background to the great world empires of yesteryear, a

smattering of modern earth science will assist; a science with all its many diverse strands

which help to illuminate geological history, both recent and immeasurably old.CHAPTER 2On

Creation‘The city was crazy, the pyramids soaredThe hotel dusty and the river broad,The train

raced on its long way downTo beautiful Aswan, a jewel of a town’The changing universeWe will

now move on from literary considerations and the early days of Abraham and focus on the

nature of our earth, its formation and history, processes and possibilities. This is presented

mainly as background for nongeologists, with an emphasis on the variety of dating techniques

available to specialists today.Of course the modern scientific picture is incomplete, the job is

not finished and there is always more to learn. But that is what excites the true investigators

amongst us. Essentially it is no different to the exploration urge of the wandering Habiru of old.

What can possibly be over the hill?Despite the unknowns, great strides in understanding the

earth’s crust have occurred in recent decades, and genetics and evolutionary biology have

come a long way since Gregor Mendel’s experiments and Charles Darwin’s ‘Origin of

Species’.Whilst investigations continue day by day, with the probe Juno recently moving into

planetary orbit to sample the Jovian (Jupiter) atmosphere, the model of the earth and the rest

of the planets forming out of a condensing gas and dust cloud seems eminently plausible and

satisfying.The interactions of matter, gravity, radiation, electrical and magnetic fields and the

chemistry and nature of space in regard to planetary formation, are ongoing research topics.

However in the light of the new discovery of hundreds of planets circling distant stars, we know

our solar system is not a one-off.In addition, the study of various belts and clouds of smaller

bodies; such as meteorites, asteroids and comets and their interactions through collisions and

near misses, also fascinates us.As for the structure of the earth, the internal layering is not

directly observable, but by studying the shock waves from earthquake movements, meteorite

impacts and man-made seismic explosions, the overall stratification is known.The magnetic

and electrical properties are determined by instrument measurements on the surface and

above, while satellite data also gives us valuable supplementary information on the oceans and

land surface. For example, altitude measurements using satellite and aircraft-borne radars,

define topography in remote locations and vegetation covered landscapes. Similar systems

make ocean surface measurements to millimeter accuracy and use that information as a proxy

to map the seafloor.Multi-spectral analysis of the near-visible electromagnetic spectrum, allows

the classification of soil and rock types in arid areas, or the identification of the diverse crop,

forest and wild vegetation of the flora covered landscape.So from the deep geophysical data

we have determined a solid, but very hot, inner earth core under enormous pressure and a

liquid outer core. These are mainly composed of iron and nickel. The core is surrounded by a

viscous semi-elastic mantle. This in turn is separated from the surface crust we live on, by a

boundary known as the Mohorovicic discontinuity.Again, we get a sense of something formed

by a process. Differential layering processes are controlled by density, pressure and heat with

cooling occurring toward the outer layers.The result is that the crust at the surface is composed

of lighter material which ‘floats’ on the denser inner layers. The crust is also largely solid,

belying the plastic and liquid nature of the material below. We therefore have a setting where;

as the earth cools, we have bits and pieces of crust made of SIAL (silica and aluminium,



named for the dominant mineral assemblages) coalescing on the earth’s surface. This happens

because these minerals are lighter than the iron rich material below.This picture helps us

understand the nature of continental drift (or plate tectonics as it is called in the trade) where

we have the crustal slag, being driven around at the surface by convection forces in the fluid

layers below.We find a similar situation for example, in a furnace, which is probably the best

analogy for what occurred and continues today. As the ‘slag’ is moved around the earth by

convection currents from below, and forces such as the Coriolis Effect (caused by the earth’s

rotation and spherical nature) acting at the surface, we see a mechanism for the earth’s crust

to break up and move around the globe.This sets up a scenario where crustal masses crash

into one another causing mountain formation, or indeed continental subduction of one

continental plate under another. Moreover, this is bound to happen time and time again over

countless years.Sometimes though, there are near misses and glancing contact, as continent

and oceanic plates slide past each other. This is the case in California and causes the

earthquakes along the San Andreas (and associated) fault lines.So apart from astral strikes by

interplanetary objects of one sort or another, continental collisions are the real catastrophism

of today. Here, almost immeasurable forces are at work, and crustal adjustments sometimes

cause immense destruction from earthquakes on land and tsunamis at sea.When subduction

occurs, a very unstable volcanic situation exists, where the subducted material is heated as it

descends to depth by the very hot, plastic mantle rocks. This causes molten material to rise in

the form of volcanoes.The creation of island arcs are a feature in this instance, and typical

examples are the Indonesian and Japanese island chains. There are other cases where

subduction is not so obvious and the interaction between geological plates more complex.Such

is the case with the volcanoes of the Mediterranean, where the African plate interacts with

Europe and Anatolia.The real daddy of them all is the Pacific Rim of Fire. Here, as the floor of

the Pacific Ocean expands, mountains are being formed right around the ocean from the South

American Andes, through the Rockies, Alaska, Aleutian Archipelago, down to Japan, the

Philippines, Indonesia, New Guinea, the Solomon Islands and then further south to Vanuatu

and New Zealand.In addition, the upwelling convection currents of hot molten and semi-molten

material which cause this oceanic expansion, sometimes appear along elongated sites in the

deep ocean. A prime example is the famous mid-Atlantic Ridge.This ridge extends from Iceland

in the far north, to the distant South Atlantic and the material is produced continually, forcing

the continents of North and South America away from Europe and Africa. The broad symmetry

of the boundaries of the continents to the west and east of the Atlantic, was the clue which first

alerted geographer Alfred Wegener to the idea of continental drift in the 1920s.He had no

plausible mechanism for his theory and therefore was ignored for 40 years – in the wilderness

if you like – and such is often the life of an innovative and inductive thinker.Today the earth is

believed to be 4.5 billion years old, forming out of gas, dust and rock like the other planets and

driven by the forces described above. The obvious question is: how early in the earth’s history

did floating crust become common?Research is now showing that the continents sometimes

have very ancient tracts, which although now cemented solidly to their host continent, have

originally come from distant global sources. This suggests cycles of crustal coalescence and

breakup going back into the very ancient past. So ancient in fact, that there are signs that

before the ‘slag’ of the continents had even appeared, the earth may once have been devoid of

dry land and entirely covered by bubbling, steaming ocean.The most recent super crustal

mass, where pretty much all the ‘floating’ crust available collected in one place and into a

single global continent, is called Pangaea. This is estimated to have occurred about 270 million

years ago. It then began to break up, starting around 200 million years before the present (BP).



The detailed history is complex and the breakup was gradual, but the result was the division

into two great continents called Eurasia and Gondwanaland.These two super continents

subsequently split into the continents of today, with the latter breaking up into Antarctica, South

America, Africa, Australia, India and various other associated bits and pieces. Of course the

geographical shapes have changed dramatically while moving around the globe, as mountain

chains were formed by collisions, and volcanoes emerged due to subduction. All the while, the

usual background processes of erosion and sedimentation continued unabated.As this

merging and separation of land masses proceeded, life as we know it rose both in the oceans

and later on land. Vast amounts of erosion caused new sedimentary basins where oil could be

generated and where coal from forests was buried. It transformed the planet from one with a

sterile, non-oxidising atmosphere to one rich in oxygen, allowing the environment we have

today.Imposed on this, we have a sequence of geologic eras to describe rocks formed in this

process and the timeline of life as it was created. The broader divisions include the Achaean

and Proterozoic of the Precambrian, starting 4 billion years ago. The Cambrian followed (540

million years ago), Ordovician, Silurian, Devonian and Carboniferous (360 Mya). Next came the

Permian (299-251 Mya) - coinciding with the formation of Pangaea at 270 Mya. Then came the

Triassic, Jurassic (200 Mya) followed by the Cretaceous, Tertiary and Quaternary (starting

about 2.5 Mya). Of course there have been many subdivisions defined within these eras, as

further detail has emerged.Many non-geological folk will be familiar with some of these ages

and know for example, that before the Cambrian, only non-skeletal animals were plentiful –

and of course hard to identify in rock. Others will recognize the Devonian and its association

with fish and marine life, because that is where it was happening earlier, as life abounded in

the oceans.The Carboniferous is noted for coal, which was the result of the growth and

eventual burial of massive forests of mostly extinct trees - but a few of which still survive

today.Once there was plenty to eat on dry land, the terrestrial animals emerged and dinosaurs

became prolific in the Jurassic. The first flowering plants appeared in the Cretaceous, followed

by the rapid rise of mammals and primates in the Tertiary - and flourishing in the Quaternary –

us.In addition, the study of the fossil magnetism preserved in volcanic rocks (paleomagnetism)

helps us understand where and when the continents have moved over time. And the

geochemistry of volcanic, igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary rocks aids us in determining

how they were formed.To cap this all off, the overall strata sequences logically indicates the

timing of events and the overall history.This aspect of geoscience is termed physical geology

and gives us the relative timing of events, which can then be fine-tuned with fossil evidence

and radioactive age determinations.The analysis of radiometric data such as uranium, thorium

and potassium within stable minerals (such as zircons in rocks) yields absolute long range

dates over many millions of years, and covers the geologic timescale above. Shorter term

radioactive isotopes such as C14 and Pb210 provide the timing required over tens of years, to

tens of thousands of years.The intermediate age gap is largely covered by non radioactive

methods, and both rocks and skeletal remains can be tested in this way. It means that

researchers can often choose from more than one method to make sure their dating is

valid.Sometimes we might see igneous rocks with large crystals on the surface and wonder,

how those crystals have come to be so large? This, given large crystals must cool slowly to

grow.It means of course, that the molten magma from which they have formed, cooled under

an immense pile of other rock (often sedimentary) which has acted as a thermal blanket.This

material has subsequently been eroded by wind and water and carried away, thereby exposing

the coarse grained igneous rocks at the surface. However the overlying blanket may still remain

in other places, and can therefore be traced across the landscape.We might find that on other



occasions the overburden has been pushed up into giant folds, perhaps hundreds of metres

thick and to considerable height by the intruding magma. On the other hand, we might also find

that the beds have fractured and faulted as well, under the extreme forces applied.It all means

that by examining the chemistry and grain size of the igneous and volcanic rocks and tracing

sedimentary rocks across the landscape, we learn a lot about the history of a particular area.

Which sedimentary or volcanic formation occurred earliest and the sequence of events that

followed. By dating the igneous rocks using radioactive measurements, and comparing them

with the sedimentary history of the adjacent strata, a complete history of the area can be

derived from all sources. This may include fossil assemblages found in the sediments.Granites

are rather interesting and are categorised mainly by their mineral content. Because granites

are made from regurgitated material, which previously had a life as igneous, volcanic,

metamorphic or sedimentary rocks, they are quite diverse chemically and are often formed by

subduction at continental margins.On the other hand, massive limestone and dolomite deposits

(with their fossils and original marine structure intact in many cases) were once laid down

horizontally, or sub-horizontally in marine environments. They can now sometimes be found

thrust up, sometimes through ninety degrees or more. This attests to the mighty forces of

continental collisions, immense power of volcanic activity and in some instances, bolide

(asteroid and comet) impacts from space.Overall, the extended growth of coral and marine

sediments (sometimes kilometres thick) and the complex, but evolving biological material

contained within the strata, is evidence of millions of years of activity. Add subsequent thrusting

and sometimes overturning of these beds, and we have a complex and extensive history.There

is much more beside, sufficient to convince an open minded, but diligent and persevering

student, that there is an exceedingly long earth history extending right back to the earth’s early

formation. Back to the point where oxygen in the atmosphere was virtually non-existent and

therefore unusual rocks and minerals - and even metals - could form without being oxidized as

they would be today.So this all takes time, is wonderfully complex and quite interesting, once

you get into the science properly. The interrelationships between the major rock groups,

together with the fossil record, the association of environments, the processes of formation and

so on, give us a solid understanding of the history of the earth. Moreover, a combination of

stratification, such as seen in lake (lacustrine) sediments, ice cores and even tree ring dating

(dendrochronology) allow a direct annual counting, over a range of more recent years. A record

of over 9,000 years has now been recorded using tree ring patterns alone; as living trees are

matched to those preserved in oxygen poor environments such as bogs, frozen lakes and

tundra.Tree ring dating and annual varved clay layers in lake sediments which contain carbon,

or carbonate material, allow cross referencing and correlation with the Carbon 14 dating

method.These measurements can also be used to fine tune C14 calibration curves where that

is deemed necessary. And calibration is required to guard against local C14 variations caused

by unusual circumstances, e.g. volcanic activity, or indeed, broader climatic variations over

decades and centuries.The checks and balances that result from using combinations of

independent dating methods - and the sheer volume of data which is now available - ensures

we can rely on the interpreted results to an impressive degree. It is solid evidence to verify

beliefs or challenge them.We only need to look at the story of the Australian Aborigine, to see

how various strands of evidence can be brought together to study recent prehistory.The

extinction of many of the Australian mega fauna (large marsupial animals which disappeared

about 40,000 years ago) has been tied to either the aridity associated with the height of the

last ice age, or from over-hunting. As it happens, 40 to 45 thousand years ago is closer to the

start of the last glacial maximum, rather than its height, and so aridity is not likely to be the only



cause of the extinction of the megafauna.Fire - a prime hunting tool of the Indigenous folk -

was used to herd animals together and so facilitate capture for food and clothing. An

examination of lake sediments has shown when this use of fire began, because the lake

sediments show a dramatic increase in carbon at the time above - immediately before the ice

age. An example of this is Lake George, near Canberra in Eastern Australia. It is a shallow and

sometimes dry lake, now without an outlet to either the eastern seaboard or the western

Murray River drainage system.Moreover C14 dating with modern AMS (atomic mass

spectroscopy) technology, can now be used for dating carbon containing materials back to 50

thousand years. Other methods can also be used in this space and in some cases for older

remains. Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL), Thermo Luminescence (TL), Electro-spin

Resonance (ESR) and even Uranium series dating are alternatives and sometimes more

effective.The electron spin / luminescence methods, have been successfully used on some of

the bones found in grave sites at Lake Mungo, in western New South Wales. This was a lake

system providing a home for Indigenous people that has long since disappeared. This, as the

climate dried out over the last 8 to 10 thousand years. One grave around 30,000 years old,

shows indications of the love and respect of the deceased by those bereaved. Other

indications of Aboriginal occupation are far older.Clever analysis of microscopic amounts of

carbon found embedded in ochres and patina, has been used to date Aboriginal artworks in

cave paintings. Such dating, for example, can also show how artistic styles have changed over

time.The implements used in depictions of daily life in paintings, can also give us insights into

ages and migrations and correlate with climate changes affecting the landscape.The use of

hunting tools varies according to the amount of woodland in an area. So in Northern Australian,

cave paintings show individuals there tended to use spears and throwing sticks in heavily

forested terrain, where boomerangs were not suitable. As paintings show a move from one

form of hunting to another in the same location, we see a proxy for climate variability and the

onset, of say, an ice age and low sea level during a glacial maximum. Under these

circumstances migrations from New Guinea or elsewhere are more likely, and new painting

styles might be expected as new comers move in.Now some of this evidence is rather flimsy

and not conclusive on its own, but in conjunction with other dating evidence, builds a

formidable case for history as promoted by contemporary science. It shows us that the earth

has been formed by many ‘natural’ processes, which we can understand to a greater degree

than ever before. But we must be prepared to do the work, based on sound principles and

using the latest proven techniques.We also have to approach new findings cautiously, until the

results are verified and supported by others.To say that the earth was created over a very short

period as some misguided folk still insist, is to make God a deceiver. Today He has given us

the evidence to show how and when, as well as the wherewithal in mind and resources to

logically examine that evidence. However it is only coming together in a massive way in this

day and age, because of the immense complexity of the task and the lack of the requisite

technology in previous centuries. This is all fundamental to true knowledge.The important point

here, is that it is not in conflict with the basic premises underpinning the Bible, such as the

creation and formation of the natural world. We just need to come to terms with earth

processes and with the scriptural evidence.There is also abundant fertile ground for further

geological research in association with human prehistory - and a mention will be made later of

potential marine investigations in regard to the close of the ice age. The last ice age at the end

of what geologists call the Pleistocene, ended officially 12,000 years ago, but with

repercussions for several millennia thereafter. This occurred as the world’s ocean levels

stabilised, but oscillated slightly to close at their current, but slowly rising levels.There is



evidence in places such as Magnetic Island on Australia’s Great Barrier Reef (GBR) that the

sea level may have been about 2 metres above current levels as the oceans bounced around

(as it were) under the effects of the extra weight of melt water; this perhaps only 4,000 years

ago.Worldwide, there was a combination of climatic oscillations and earth rebound. As the

weight of the ice in high latitudes (sometimes several kilometres thick) melted and allowed the

earth beneath to rise, the weight of rising melt water in equatorial and temperate climates

forced low lying coastal areas down under gravity - and flooded them. This readjustment is still

proceeding in some regions.It also turns out that there were several ice ages, over many

hundreds of thousands of years, but they were not as severe as the last. We know this,

because mapping and analysis of drill cores of the submerged continental slopes, deep ocean

sediments and ice cores reveal that: whereas the earth’s ocean levels were depressed about

130 metres during the last ice age, in previous ice ages, levels were only lowered around 50

metres below present day levels. In addition, each ice age was separated from the others by a

glacial minimum, where temperatures and ocean levels were much the same as they are

today.One of the amazing consequences of this, is that coral reefs around the world (including

the GBR) have been in and out of seawater several times over many millennia. Because of this,

the reefs have formed distinct hard-ground stratified layers when they were exposed to the

atmosphere, and these have been mapped and the ages measured. These tell-tale hard

grounds formed by exposure to the weather, have been investigated by drilling and coring, as

well as high resolution seismic surveys.Of course, in some places the continents have moved

up and down as well due to tectonic effects of continental collisions, unrelated volcanic activity,

or to a lesser extent through the weight of seawater flooding dry land as described above. In

short, it can be quite complicated determining the overall history of any particular piece of turf.

But in the case of Australia, with its very ancient landscape, minimal recent crustal activity,

vulcanicity and glaciation, we find greater tectonic stability than most places, and this helps

with research into sea level change.I am fortunate to have a general grasp of the subject,

having spent time on the GBR with various marine research groups over several

years.Changes in biology can also be observed in reef populations and at the micro level,

growth rates of coral, for example, can be determined over hundreds, even thousands of

years.The reef is a natural laboratory and historical library all wrapped in one, and the research

shows the durability of the reef given sufficient time to recuperate. It is a wonderful place, but

one that is now unfortunately under threat by very rapid environmental change, with

overheating surface waters and undesirable run off from the land. The speed of change is not

something that the reef has had to cope with before.On another tack, ice cores from both

Greenland and Antarctica have yielded detailed historical records of atmospheric conditions

and volcanic eruptions, back to 100,000 years. More general data to 500,000 years is available

at time of writing, and potentially, there is sufficient depth of ice in Antarctica, to record one

million years or more of atmospheric history.So, recent geoscience research has shed much

light on the history of our earth through geological and geophysical mapping, borehole drilling

and satellite imagery. Much of this has been driven by oil exploration and the innovation of new

geophysical techniques, or the refinement of, and up-scaling of older technology. It has allowed

the determination of rock boundaries and rock types from the near surface, to deep within the

earth. In concert, a myriad of complementary laboratory analyses have become increasingly

more accurate and sophisticated in determining physical and chemical properties.The overall

increase in understanding of the crust of the earth is astounding, with an amazing acceleration

of knowledge between 1960 and 1990, but still continuing today.Now for those interested in

history and earth science this is all fascinating material. In fact it is eye opening for anyone who



is interested in truth. If we cut ourselves off from this, we are losing our heritage as twenty-first

century citizens of planet earth. Unfortunately this is happening widely today in some sectors of

our global community.Appallingly, it is rife in many of our Christian churches.Six day

confusionPerhaps a more appropriate heading for this section would be: ‘Why did our Creator

God need a rest day?’ This is actually a profound question, too profound it seems for most to

ask. In fact why one literal rotation of our humble planet Earth when he is Creator of all?

Dividing the creation sequence up into six (the number of working days in a seven day week) is

obvious enough, if you want to emphasise the lesson of the Sabbath rest from the Ten

Commandments. We might imagine therefore, that it was designed to set an example from the

outset. After all it is a lesson well worth teaching. The freedom of rest, recreation and worship

for everyone every seventh day, recharges the batteries after a hard six day slog. However it is

a lesson that has little to do with actual history, or an understanding of how the earth came into

existence - and this is really what Genesis 1 is about.
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